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Drops of Heaven Blanket 
 

US Terminology 
Thank you for choosing this pattern! 

 
Skill level: Beginner 
 
Designed by Madeline from @_made.by. madeline  
 
Follow on Instagram @_made.by.madeline. I would love to see your blanket on social media. 
Please include the tag #dropsofheavenchevron and tag @_made.by.madeline so I and others 
can see your fabulous creation. For colour inspiration, search #dropsofheavenchevron on 
Insatgram.  
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Overview: The Drops of Heaven chevron blanket features a modern design using 
mainly single crochet (SC) and the bobble stitch (B). This blanket would be suitable as a baby 
blanket or you can increase the size and make an eye catching blanket for your living or 
bedroom. This blanket can be made using varying yarn weights and types but adjust your 
hook size accordingly.  
 
Materials: 
 
3 balls of 100g/270m DK yarn in white 
1 balls of 100g/270m  DK yarn in grey 
1 balls of 100g/270m  DK yarn in mustard 
 
4.5 mm hook 
Scissors 
20cm x20cm piece of cardboard 
Yarn needle 
 
Size Information 

 
The pattern repeat for this blanket is 25 +5. If you would like to alter the width of the blanket 
increase by creating multiples of 25 then add 5 at the end. Each multiple of 25 results in one 
peak of the chevron. This pattern uses a starting chain of 155 which equates to 6 peaks plus 
the additional 5 chains needed at the end (25x6=150 then +5).  
 
Approximate finished size of blanket 70cm by 90cm (not including length of tassels). 
 
 
Gauge/tension: 
A 10cmx10cm square using 4.5mm should measure 22 stiches by 12 rows. Please see notes 
for further information about a practice swatch.  
 
Abbreviations: 
 
Ch- chain 
SC- Single crochet 
B- Bobble stitch 
St- stitch 
YO- yarn over 
CC- change colour 
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Special stitches: 
 
The bobble stitch (B) for this blanket is created by completing the following steps into the 
same stitch: 

 
YO, insert hook, YO, pull through, YO and pull through the first two loops on the 
hook. Repeat this once more then YO, insert hook, YO and pull through, YO, pull 
through the first two loops and then YO and pull through ALL four loops on the 
hook. That is one bobble stitch complete.  
 
If you would like your bobbles more prominent add another YO, insert hook, YO, 
pull through, YO and pull through the first two loops on the hook.   

 
Notes:  
 

• It is recommended that you do a practice swatch to test your tension before 
completing the pattern. Ch 55 and complete first 15 rows. If you find the sides of 
swatch are curling, try going up a hook size or two. If you would like increased drape, 
try going up a hook size. Tight tension may result in a smaller blanket so it is very 
important that you do a practice swatch.  

• To change colour (CC) complete last YO of SC at end of row in new colour.  
• Where pattern says repeat*, repeat instructions inside the pair of asterisk *   *. 
• Counting in row one is essential to the success of the blanket.  
• The turning chain is not counted as a stitch. 
• At the beginning of each row, insert your hook into the base of Ch1.   
• The bobbles should always be facing away from you when working on a bobble row. 

The bobbles should all face the front side of the blanket once complete.  
• When completing the next row after the bobbles (row 21) it can be difficult to find the 

SC in between the bobbles. Be sure that you don’t skip these SC stitches as this will 
affect all other rows. Just remember that you want 11 Sts up, 3 in the middle, 11 Sts 
down.  
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Written instructions (suitable for beginner): 
 
Chain 155, turn.  
 
Row 1: SC in the second Ch from the hook and SC again in the next Ch. Sk 1 Ch. * SC in 
the next 11 Chs. Place 3 SC into the next Ch and then SC into the next 11 Chs. Sk 2 Chs*. 
Repeat * until 3 Chs remain at the end of the row. Sk 1 Ch and SC into the last 2 Chs. Ch 1 
and turn.   
 
Row 2: SC in the base of Ch1 and SC again in the next St. Skip 1 St, *SC in the next 11 Sts. 
Place 3 SC into the following St (these 3 SC should be placed into the middle SC of the group 
of 3 SC in the row below). SC into the next 11 Sts. Skip two Sts* and repeat * until the last 3 
Sts. Skip 1 St and SC into the next 2 Sts. Ch 1 and turn.   
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Row 3- 15: Repeat row 2. Before completing the final SC at the end of row 15 CC to grey. 
Ch 1 and turn (ch 1 should be using the grey yarn).  
 
Row 16-17: SC in the base of Ch1 and SC again in the next St. Skip 1 St, *SC in the next 
11 Sts. Place 3 SC into the following St (these 3 SC should be placed into the middle SC of 
the group of 3 SC in the row below). SC into the next 11 Sts. Skip 2 Sts* and repeat * until 
the last 3 Sts. Skip 1 St and SC into the next 2 Sts. Ch 1 and turn. At the end of row 17 CC 
to white, Ch1, turn.  
 
Row 18-19: SC in the base of Ch1 and SC again in the next St. Skip 1 St, *SC in the next 
11 Sts. Place 3 SC into the following St (these 3 SC should be placed into the middle SC of 
the group of 3 SC in the row below). SC into the next 11 Sts. Skip 2 Sts* and repeat * until 
the last 3 Sts. Skip 1 St and SC into the next 2 Sts. Ch 1 and turn. CC to mustard, Ch1, turn. 
 
Row 20: SC in the first two Sts. Sk 1 St. *B in next St then SC in the next St. Repeat 
alternating B and SC until you have completed 6 bobbles. The next SC should be worked 
into the middle SC of the 3 SC from the row below.  SC, B, SC into this one St. You now 
should have 6 bobbles climbing up the peak of the chevron and 1 at the top. B into the next 
stitch then SC into the next St. Repeat until you have created 6 more bobbles that are sloping 
down the chevron. After the last B, Sk two Sts*. There will be 2 bobbles next to each other at 
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the bottom of the peak (see diagram below). Repeat*. After the last bobble of the row you 
should have 3 Sts left. Sk 1 St then SC in the last 2 Sts. CC to white. Ch 1 and turn.  

 
Row 21-22: Repeat rows 16-17. CC to grey, Ch 1 and turn. 
 
Rows 23-24: Repeat rows 18-19. CC to white, Ch 1, turn. 
 
Remaining rows: The pattern now repeats from rows 1-24 until you have achieved desired 
length. Pattern recommendation is to complete until you have 4 coloured chevrons. After the 
last chevron complete 15 SC rows in white.    
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Abbreviated instructions: 
 
Ch 155.  
 
Row 1-15: SC, SC, Sk 1, *11 SC, 3SC in next St, 11SC, Sk 2*. Repeat* until last 3 Sts. Sk 1, 
SC, SC. At end of row 15 CC to grey. Ch 1.  
 
Row 16-17: SC, SC, Sk 1, *11 SC, 3SC in next St, 11SC, Sk 2*. Repeat* until last 3 Sts. Sk 
1, SC, SC. Ch 1. At end of row 17 CC to white.  
 
Row 18-19: SC, SC, Sk 1, *11 SC, 3SC in next St, 11SC, Sk 2*. Repeat* until last 3 Sts. Sk 
1, SC, SC. Ch 1. At end of row 19 CC to mustard. 
 
Row 20: SC, SC, Sk 1, *B, SC, B, SC, B, SC, B, SC, B, SC, B, SC B SC into same St,   B, 
SC, B, SC, B, SC, B, SC, B, SC, B, Sk 2*, repeat* until last 3 St. Sk1, SC, SC. Ch 1. CC to 
white at end of row 20. 
 
Row 21-22: SC, SC, Sk 1, *11 SC, 3SC in next St, 11SC, Sk 2*. Repeat* until last 3 Sts. Sk 
1, SC, SC. Ch 1. At end of row 22 CC to grey. 
 
Row 23-24: SC, SC, Sk 1, *11 SC, 3SC in next St, 11SC, Sk 2*. Repeat* until last 3 Sts. Sk 
1, SC, SC. Ch 1. At end of row 24 CC to white. 
 
The pattern now repeats from row 1 until desired length achieved. For this pattern, I 
repeated this 4 times. Finish blanket with 15 rows of white (rows 1-15).  
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Final touches: 
Weave in ends.  
No border is required for this blanket.  
 
Tassels: 

1. Fold 20cm by 20cm piece of cardboard in half for extra durability 
2. Wrap mustard yarn 20 times around length of cardboard.  
3. Cut a separate 20cm length of mustard yarn and use needle to thread the yarn under 

the top of all strands of yarn that are wrapped around the cardboard.  
4. Tie threaded strand of yarn very tightly. 
5. Cut bottom of all strands wrapped around the cardboard. 
6. Cut another 20cm length of mustard yarn. Wrap several times around the top of the 

tassel, approximately 15mm down from the top. Tie off. 
7. Use needle to thread the ends of the wrapped length under the wrap. This should hide 

the knot.  
8. Repeat to create 15 tassels. 
9. Trim tassels to desired length.  
10. Tie tassels tightly to each point on the blanket. Thread spare ends down through the 

wrapped section and trim.  
 
If the tassels are wrinkled, steam lightly before tying onto blanket.  
 
 
Copyright Information 
Please do not copy, sell or redistribute this pattern in any way. You may sell your finished 
Drops of Heaven Chevron blanket but you must credit me as the designer of this pattern. 
Pattern and pictures are property of Madeline Kemmis from @_made.by.madeline. Thank 
you for understanding.  
 
 


